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Abstract—The blockchain architecture with distributed and decentralized as the main features often face problems such as long transaction confirmation time, low system throughput, and waste of computing resources. These problems are exactly what the traditional centralized architecture can solve. At the same time, in order to improve the distributed consensus efficiency, consensus algorithms such as Proof of stake, delegated proof of stake, proof of space, proof of authority, and PBFT have emerged from Bitcoin's Pow consensus mechanism. These consensus algorithms have their own advantages and Disadvantages. Disadvantages, such as Pos, DPos can improve transaction efficiency, PBFT can improve the fairness of voting, but at the same time POS also bring benefits and voting rights to hold a lot of user tilt issues to a small number of tokens, PBFT brings about a low cost of malicious user attacks and other issues. In order to effectively take advantage of the high security, high reliability of the blockchain, and high efficiency of traditional centralized architectures, and fully utilizing existing consensus mechanisms, this paper presents an innovative hybrid blockchain approach, which mixed the blockchain architecture, Hybrid-chain, consists of the following three type nodes in the architecture: service center nodes responsible for efficient transaction confirmation, dynamic transaction verification nodes participating in transactions, and random verification nodes responsible for transaction fairness verification. On the consensus mechanism, the consensus algorithm selects the corresponding consensus mechanism according to the transaction characteristics. Experiments show that compared with the traditional blockchain architecture, hybrid chain has obvious performance advantages in transaction sending, transaction confirmation and block information storage, which can greatly reduce the transaction sending time by 96%, shorten the confirmation time by 95%, and reduce the number of 79. % Block information storage space, etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a decentralized new information system architecture application, blockchain is considered to be a subversive innovation in the computing model following mainframes, personal computers, and the Internet. Its application areas have gradually expanded from financial and virtual currency to smart manufacturing, internet of things, and digital copyright protection [1]. Compared with centered architecture, like the traditional client/server or browser/server model, blockchain architecture mainly uses decentralized consensus mechanisms to maintain blockchain and transactions, making blockchain and transactions unchangeable and traceable, etc., thus, to a large extent, the integrity, security, and availability of blockchain data will be improved; [2][3][4][5][6] respectively described blockchain, related technologies, the summary of smart contracts, etc., shows that there are still many differences in the application of blockchain architecture and centralization. However, compared with the traditional centralized service architecture, the blockchain has the problems of transactional network broadcasting, long confirmation time, low architecture performance, small transaction throughput, miner mining accounting, and waste of resources. [7] pointed out in 2013 that Bitcoin's blockchain has a large impact on global energy, a detailed analysis was conducted in [8][9][10] in 2016 and 2018 respectively; [11] studied how to avoid resource waste. [12][13][14][15][16] analyzed the efficiency of blockchain in 2016, 2017, and 2018, and compared them with traditional currency transactions, stock transactions, and gold transactions. It is found that virtual tender transactions represented by Bitcoin are less efficient. The Bitcoin’s transactions’ confirmation time averaged from 27.24 minutes in 2016, 133.24 minutes in 2017, and up to 959.38 minutes in 2018 (as of February 2, 2018)[19]. Up to now, its largest processing volume occurred on December 25, 2017, and the trading volume was 405,676 per day [20]. Compared to another global payment tool Visa, which can process approximately 24,000 transactions per second [21] and handle 1.5 million transactions per day [22]. [23] reviewed that improving blockchain efficiency and reducing energy consumption is one of the directions for the future of blockchain research. [24] proposes that the efficiency of blockchain’s on IoT can be improved by adding user authentication at edge nodes.[25] analyzed and compared R3’s Corda, Ethereum Quorum, Hyper ledger Fabric, and Ripple, it was pointed out that the corresponding blockchain and consensus mechanisms are used in the supply chain and healthcare, while others are used in digital identity authentication and digital collections and asset tags.[26] analyzed Ethereum, Hyper ledger Fabric, and IOTA to find a consensus mechanism that can be used for low-power, mobile computing in IoT. [27] pointed out that in the blockchain application, it is necessary to combine the application scenario to select and improve the blockchain to adapt to different business purposes.

In terms of improving efficiency and reducing energy consumption, traditional centralized service architecture has advantages, but centralized applications have such problems as poor transaction traceability and data corruption. Therefore, this paper proposes an innovative Hybrid-chain architecture that
takes full advantage of the blockchain architecture and the traditional centralized service architecture to establish an efficient, traceable, and tamper-proof new architecture. At the same time, in order to exert the advantages of various consensus mechanisms, the architecture adds a hybrid consensus mechanism algorithm, and can choose the consensus mechanism according to different application scenarios. The second part analyzes the centralized and decentralized service architecture; the third part constructs the Hybrid-chain architecture and model; the fourth part is comparison of the traditional blockchain and Hybrid-chain architecture through experiments. Part 5 of this article is summation.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Blockchain Architecture

The blockchain was derived from the "Point-to-Point Electronic Currency Transactions" published by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2007. The transaction model is mainly used to solve the double-spending problem of digital currency without the need of a trusted third party.[28]. It is a decentralized service architecture composed of a combination of technologies such as p2p network technology, encryption technology, and consensus mechanism. Its essence is a decentralized distributed database. A block is a data storage unit, and a hash message digest of a block forms a link between the blocks. Finally, each block is linked in a chain structure to form a link. A traceable data link is managed and maintained through a decentralized distributed network. In the consensus mechanism, the blockchain was first solved by the Byzantine fault tolerance. That is, most of the nodes involved in the blockchain confirmed and packaged the transaction to form a block, and the transaction was considered successful. This type of voting mechanism is more suitable for data storage and data protection.

The transactions in the blockchain are initiated by each node participating in the blockchain, and then forwarded in the network; and the confirmation of the transaction is carried out by the “mining” of most miners participating in the blockchain. After successful mining, the transaction within a certain period of time is confirmed and formed into a block [32]; the transmission of the message and its confirmation in the entire blockchain are shown in the Figure I.

B. Centralized Architecture

The traditional centralized service architecture is commonly used in client-server model and browser/server model. The client-server model is a distributed application structure. It consists of two types of roles: service provider and service requester. The service provider provides resources or services in a centralized manner. The service requester requests the corresponding service resources by accessing the corresponding service provider. Usually the client and the server run on different hosts, but communicate through the computer network [30]. The browser server architecture is similar to the client/server architecture, and is mainly composed of two types of servers and client browsers [31]. Unlike C/S, B/S is composed of browser clients.

The central application architecture initiates and confirms messages by the server. After the central server performs transactions, relevant information is displayed to the client and server.

C. Comparison of the Architecture

The two architectures are different in terms of transaction sending, transaction confirmation, and information storage. Two architectures with n nodes are used to compare one piece of message, as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture type</th>
<th>Blockchain Architecture</th>
<th>Central Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether Send to other Nodes</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Times</td>
<td>Client count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Need Other Nodes’ Confirmation</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation Times</td>
<td>Client Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whether Need Distributed Storage</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Type</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Times</td>
<td>Client Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison of the blockchain and central application’s related functions is shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture Type</th>
<th>Blockchain Architecture</th>
<th>Central Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traceable</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamper-proof</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Time</td>
<td>To long</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation Time</td>
<td>To long</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Time</td>
<td>To long</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Relatively Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. HYBRID-CHAIN ARCHITECTURE MODEL

A. Hybrid-chain Architecture Design

The Hybrid-chain centralized blockchain architecture takes full advantage of the blockchain architecture and the features of a centralized application. The design includes a cluster centralized billing service node, a group of transaction validation client nodes and a set of random proof nodes: the centralized billing service nodes consists of one or more center nodes. The nodes can be composed of a traditional centralized service architecture or a decentralized blockchain architecture. The centralized billing service nodes confirms, records, and distributes all transactions. The transaction verification node consists of blocks. The parties involved in the transactions include the transaction initiator and the transaction receiver. The transaction verification client nodes changes with the constant changes of the transaction initiator and the transaction receiver in the block. That is, the transaction verification node only records and verifies that is related to its own transaction. Block information and transactions that are not related to them are not recorded and verified. All the block verification nodes perform traceability of the verification node through the previous block verification node list and the next block verification node list, and all block information is passed through the previous block information hash and the next block information hash. The random proof nodes is randomly generated in the nodes where no transaction occurs, the architecture of Hybrid-chain is shown in Figure II.

B. Consensus Mechanism Design

The consensus mechanism of the traditional blockchain include Proof of work, Proof of stake, delegated proof of stake, proof of space, proof of authority and so on.[29] In the Hybrid-chain, all the traditional blockchain’s consensus mechanisms can be used. The consensus mechanism has its own advantages and some drawbacks. For example, the POW mechanism has good openness, but the use of the POW consensus mechanism on a large scale will cause waste of resources. Using the POS working mechanism is more efficient, but it will cause the rights and voting rights to be held by a small number of tokens. PBFT fairness is better, but malicious users attack low cost.

In the Hybrid-chain, the central server is only a small cluster, so we can use the POW mechanism to make sure the architecture more openness, and in the verification nodes we can use the POS to improve efficiency. Then at the runtime of the Hybrid-chain, there are more than one sub blockchain or more than one consensus mechanism is running, the blockchains are mixed and the consensus are mixed. The Figure III shows that the blockchain Main is formed with the service center nodes, a dynamic transaction verification node constitutes blockchain A, and other transactions constitutes blockchain A, blockchain B and blockchain C.

C. Transaction Delivery and Verification

In the blockchain, if user A sends a transaction to user B, firstly, the node in which A is located sends transaction information to all other nodes connected to it, these nodes verify the transaction after receiving the transaction. If the verifications passed, these nodes forward the transaction to other nodes connected to it. A blockchain containing n nodes, the transaction ultimately needs to be verified and sent through n nodes;

In the centralized service architecture, if user A sends a transaction to user B, the process is that user a makes a transaction request to the center server via its client or browser, and the center server verifies the transaction. After the verification is passed, the server sends the corresponding notification information to the client or browser where user B is located.

For the Hybrid-chain architecture as shown in Figure IV., when the user A sends a transaction to the user B, the node where the user A is located sends the transaction to the centralized accounting service node, which will verify this transaction firstly, if the verification is passed, then the central billing service node sends the transaction to other nodes that are currently involved in the transaction for verification. As shown in the above figure, if the current transaction involves client1, client1’, client1”, the confirmation of the transaction only requires the central service node, client1, client1”, client1”’ to verify; and if the related transaction of the next block is related to client2, client2’, client2”, client3, client3’, then the central service node, client2,
client2’, client2’’, client3, client3’ are required to verify the transaction, and Table III. Compares the transmission of the three transactions in the nodes:

![Figure IV. Example of a Transaction Delivery and Verification](image)

**TABLE III. COMPARISON OF THE TRANSMISSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture type</th>
<th>Need to send</th>
<th>The minimum to be sent</th>
<th>The maximum to be sent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Application</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid-chain</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hybrid-chain satisfies formula (1) when the transaction is sent and confirmed, the min send times is 3, and the max send times is n, at other times, the send times is decided by the center server numbers, the random proof nodes and the client attended to the transactions.

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{send}}^{\text{min}} &= 3 \\
  f_{\text{send}}^{\text{max}} &= n \\
  f_{\text{send}}^{\text{other}} &= a_{\text{servers}} n + b_{\text{proof}} + c_{\text{validate}} n
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

The blockchain satisfies the requirement of formula (2) on the number of transactions sent, the max send time is decided by the cluster of the blockchain, like the bitcoin, the cluster of the blockchain is 8.

\[
\begin{align*}
  f_{\text{send}}^{\text{min}} &= 0.51 * n \\
  f_{\text{send}}^{\text{max}} &= n * d_{\text{cluster}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

Let assume that:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_{\text{servers}} &= 0.1 \\
  c_{\text{validate}} &= 0.1 \\
  b_{\text{proof}} &= 50
\end{align*}
\]

The number of transaction send and confirmed compared blockchain and Hybrid-chain is show in Figure V. As the number of nodes increases, the difference between the number of nodes required by the two architectures increases.

Taking the Hybrid-chain shown in Figure IV. Assume that the blockchain is also composed of n nodes. In each of the n nodes blockchain or Hybrid-chain, 4 transactions are sent, the node relationship is shown in Table IV.

![Figure V. Example of Service Center Nodes’ Block Content](image)

**TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE TRANSACTION VERIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction No.</th>
<th>Blockchain</th>
<th>Hybrid-chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client1, client1’, client1’’ random proof nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client2, client2’, client2’’, client3, client3’ random proof nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client3’, client 4’, client 4’’, client 4 random proof nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, Client 5, client 5’, client 5’’ random proof nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Transaction Confirmation**

After the node in the blockchain receives the transaction, it needs to verify and confirm the transaction. Take Bitcoin as an example, the process of transaction confirmation is mainly the package verification of the POW workload proof mechanism implemented by the miners participating in the Bitcoin blockchain.

In the centralized service architecture, the confirmation of the transaction occurs in the central server, and the server stores the information of both parties of the transaction.

When the Hybrid-chain architecture confirms the transaction, the central billing service node sends the transaction to the transaction-related party, and the transaction-related party confirms the transaction. After both parties confirmation, the confirmation result is sent to the central service billing node. The central service billing node packages the transaction.
As an example of the Hybrid-chain of a block chain composed of 7 segments in transaction transmission, the confirmation of the transaction of the blockchain requires the confirmation of all nodes greater than 51% of the clients: client1, client2, client3, client4, client5, client6, and client7. The Hybrid-chain requires the central server and two other participating clients to confirm.

The node Hybrid-chain required for transaction confirmation is formula (3), and blockchain is formula (4):

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(\text{confirm})_{\text{min}} &= 3, \\
    f(\text{confirm})_{\max} &= n; \\
    f(\text{confirm})_{\text{other}} &= a_{\text{servers}} n + b_{\text{proof}} + c_{\text{validate}}.
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

The blockchain meets the formula's requirements for the number of transactions sent:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f(\text{confirm})_{\text{min}} &= 0.51* n; \\
    f(\text{confirm})_{\max} &= n * d_{\text{cluster}}; \\
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

E. Block Storage

In blockchain architecture, transactions are stored at each miner node. Bitcoin blocks are stored in miner stores around the world, and blocks are stored in the Bitcoin core client.

When the Hybrid-chain performs block storage, the center server performs full storage of block data, which blocks contain all blockchain’s block hash information, the schematic diagram shown in Figure VI, and each node stores only the upstream and downstream relationships of the blocks and blocks related to its own transactions, taking the scenario in block transmission as an example. Each block stores only two transactions. The comparison between blockchain and Hybrid-chain on block storage is shown in Table V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block No.</th>
<th>Blockchain</th>
<th>Hybrid-chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client1, client1', client1''</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client2, client2', client3, client3'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, client3', client 4', client 4'', client 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>all attend nodes</td>
<td>central Server, Client 5, client 5', client 5''</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Prerequisites

In the experimental stage, the steps of transaction initiation, transaction transmission, block confirmation, and block synchronization are simulated in the real-time environment of the blockchain and Hybrid-chain architectures, respectively, to enhance the authenticity of the experiment in the experiment. In the process of setting up the scene, these simulations will be performed on the test with reference to the real environment of Bitcoin. These descriptions will be based on the assumptions:

1) Suppose a piece of transactions information containing information header and information body. Specific models include Transaction, Transaction_inputs, and Transaction_outputs. Each transaction information is 800 bytes in capacity. The specific model is as follows:

Transaction (TransactionID, BlockID, TransactionHash, TransactionVersion, TransactionLockTime)

Transaction_Inputs (TransacitonInputId, TransacitonID, SourceTransactionOutputID, SourceTransactionHash, TransactionOutputIndex)

Transaction_Outputs (TransacitonOutputID, TransactionID, OutputIndex, OutputValue, OutputScript)

2) In accordance with hypothetical block, the block contains the basic information of the block header and the block body, the block header store the basic information of the block, and the basic model is Block. The size of the block is about 1.1MB, the size of the block header is 500Bytes, and each block can contain up to 1250 transactions.

Block (BlockID, BlockHash, PreviousBlockHash, BlockTimeStamp)

3) The current blockchain confirmation and packing time is not fixed, and there is a certain degree of randomness. Bitcoin, for example, uses the Pow consensus mechanism to compute and package the transactions. Its packaging time is controlled by the transaction calculation difficulty system. Since 2008, the block packaging time is about 10 minutes, in order to facilitate the
testing of blockchain and Hybrid-chain’s throughput and reduce the randomness brought by Pow, this experiment assumes that Pow difficulty is very low, the times of the computing the information is one, and each block is based on the number of transactions for packaging, when the number of transactions reaches 1250, the block is packaged;

4) Both the blockchain and the Hybrid-chain are edge-connected via p2p. The number of neighboring nodes per node is 8. Assume that the time delay for each node to receive messages and verify messages is 0.01S;

B. Experiment Scenario Design

When simulating blockchain and Hybrid-chain, we chose the more commonly used p2p network application simulation tool p2pSim. The current Bitcoin miners in the world is about 6000, then we choose 6000 is the number of the blockchain and Hybrid-chain nodes. The initiator of the transaction and the receiver of the transaction are randomly selected in the p2pSim pool. The experiments includes the following two types: single-type transaction experiment and multiple type transaction experiment.

1) Single-type transaction experiment design: 10,000 transactions will be sent to the blockchain and Hybrid-chain respectively. The transaction’s size is 1 KB.

2) Multiple type transaction experiment design: the different size transactions will be send in this type of experiment, the size and the number of the transaction is shown in Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction type</th>
<th>Transaction Size</th>
<th>Number of transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1KB</td>
<td>10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>1MB</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigger</td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Experiment Results

The single-type transaction experiment by sending 10,000 transactions to the blockchain and Hybrid-chain simulators, the comparison between the two in terms of transaction delivery and transaction confirmation is shown in Figure VI, the time used of Hybrid-chain is about 18 seconds, and the blockchain’s used time is about 500 seconds, we conclude that the Hybrid-chain’s is more efficient than the block chain in the experiment.

Through the above comparison, the Hybrid-chain has greater performance improvement than blockchain in terms of transaction sending, transaction confirmation, and block synchronization, and it occupies less space in block storage.

V. CONCLUSION

This Hybrid-chain combines the advantages of blockchain architecture and traditional centralized application architecture to propose an innovative Hybrid-chain model. Through the analysis of the Hybrid-chain architecture in terms of transaction transmission and block synchronization, it is found that Hybrid-chain has higher efficiency in the transaction then traditional blockchain. By using the different distributed consensus mechanism, the hybrid-chain can used for different application
fields. Experiment shows the time-consuming links of traditional blockchain, such as sending, transaction confirmation, and block synchronization, have greater performance improvements. Combined with the Hybrid-chain transaction verification node, it is possible to trace transactions and prevent tampering with transactions.
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